
18 May 2020 

Raffles to the rescue 

Dear Uncle, sorry about my rant last week but playing second, no third, fiddle to Raffles 
really got to me even though I secretly know that in intellect and pedigree he is streets 
ahead. Perhaps I should have got a mongrel rather than a pooch out of the top draw.  Still, 
too late now.  Don’t know whether or not you spoke with him recently but I must admit 
things have improved recently.  For a start his doggy friends have stopped coming in, while 
he has taken over my study, yes mine, with a Do Not Disturb notice on the door.  I even now 
have to leave his food and water outside the door.  What he was up to I had no idea, or did 
not until a little accident when he dropped a large envelope from his mouth on the way to 
the front door.  Naturally I picked it up for him, instinctively glancing at the address.  To my 
utter amazement it was addressed to HMG, Sniffer Dog Recruitment-Covid 19, Whitehall.  
On seeing my surprise he indicated I should sit down on his sofa, a rare honour.  He then 
explained that on his acceptance the Petal family would be at a huge advantage as when 
they went out he would be able to sniff out virus dangers, including amongst those nice 
young ladies I like to talk to in the Park, plus, more importantly, getting the Hash running 
again by telling the Pack who to keep away from, which would probably include Master 
Bates.  I could have kissed him, and would of done so if he had not reminded me of the 2 
metre rule. 

However he pointedly reminded me that there was no such thing as a free lunch and would 
now expect to permanently sleep on the sofa, silk cushions and all, with a further 
improvement in his food and drink, particularly featuring dark chocolate biscuits and Dom 
Perignon champagne.  Furthermore he expected immediate promotion to the Hash Mis-
Management, although he would decline the role of GM, even though it appeared to be 
vacant at the moment, until his hind legs walking improved sufficiently to run the Circle. 

The rest of the day I floated around the house in pure joy.  Raffles to the rescue.  Can’t wait 
until the postman arrives with his acceptance.  What a clever doggy! 

Must run now.  He wants his dinner. 

ON ON. 

Petal 


